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Abstract: Extreme rainfall events are meteorological hazards that cause great damage and many
casualties in the world. This paper examines the trends in extreme rainfall from 10 sub-daily time
series and 44 daily time series in Côte d’Ivoire. Rainfall data were converted into indices. In total,
six (6) indices were used for daily extreme rainfall and one (1) index for sub-daily extreme rainfall
(15 to 240 min). Two statistical tests for trend detection were used to evaluate the possible trend in
these precipitation data. The first is a Mann-Kendall non-parametric trend test, used to evaluate
the existence of monotonic trends. The second is a linear regression method, based on a parametric
approach to trend detection. Results show that very few statistically significant decreasing trends
can be detected at the sub-daily and daily timescales. Some decreasing trends in extreme rainfall
events were localized in the south and southeast. These results could enhance the implementation of
adaptation systems to flood risk.
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1. Introduction

The changes in extreme events, such as heavy precipitation and associated floods, heat waves, and
hurricanes (or typhoons), have attracted a lot of attention because of their devastating consequences
on society and economics [1]. The extreme events are grouped into two broad categories [2]: (i) yearly
extreme events based on simple statistics such as very low or very high daily temperature and
heavy daily rainfall; and (ii) more complex event-driven extremes characterized by severe drought,
flood, or hurricanes. Extreme rainfall is one of the most frequent weather hazards responsible for
damage to buildings and infrastructures, serious social disruption, and loss of human life worldwide
each year. Changes in extreme rainfall have attracted much attention in recent years. Indeed, the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) in its first Assessment Report of the century
presented a global picture of trends in precipitation during different periods [3]. Since then, the
research on climate extremes has considerably progressed over the last few decades across the
globe. Significant increases in extreme precipitation have been observed in western China, in the
mid-lower reaches of the Yangtze River, and in parts of the southwest and south China coastal area [4],
in India [5], in United States except for more easterly locations, particularly in South Carolina [6],
in Bulgaria [7], in Germany [8], in France [9], in Brazil [10], and in south-western Montenegro [11].
In contrast, some regions show decreasing trends in extreme rainfall events especially in Kerala in
India [12], in Poland [13], in South Asia and parts of the Central Pacific [14], in the north and east
New Zealand [15], and in an ecological reserve in Federal District of Brazil [16]. Other parts of the
world show no significant trend in extreme rainfall events: Portugal [17], Netherlands [18], Brazil [19].
In Africa, a number of studies on extreme precipitation revealed some significant increases in high
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daily precipitation amounts and average rainfall intensity [20]. In sub-Saharan Africa, some studies
indicate an increase in extreme rainfall events, particularly in Nigeria [21], in Western Niger [22] or a
decrease in Nigeria [23], Guinea Conakry [24], or in Eastern Niger [25].

This was mainly due to international coordinated efforts to collect, control the quality, and analyze
data and events that represent the more extreme aspects of the changing climate [26]. It should be
noted that most scientists agree that climate and weather extremes are likely to increase vulnerability
and cause catastrophic disruptions to both human society and natural system. Nevertheless, few works
have been devoted to the detection of trends in extreme rainfall in Africa, particularly in sub-Saharan
Africa. This is due to several reasons including the scarcity and poor quality of daily observational
data in this region of the globe and also because several countries have restrictive policies on data
sharing [26]. Despite these shortcomings in data availability and access, understanding the extreme
rainfall pattern is crucial for water management in the warming climate. Indeed, trend analysis in
rainfall time series are crucial for mobilizing and planning water resources.

This analysis can help resilience building and adaptation planning to floods. This study seeks to
provide more insight on the evolution of extreme rainfall at sub-hourly, sub-daily, and daily timescales
in Côte d’Ivoire.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Area

Côte d’Ivoire lies between latitudes 4˝201 N and 10˝501 N and longitudes 2˝301 W and 8˝401 W on
the south central coast of West Africa. It is bordered to the south by the Atlantic Ocean. The land area is
approximately 322.642 km2. In this country, the mountainous areas lie west and northwest. Two main
types of ecosystems share the territory: the forest to the south and west and savannah in the center
and north. The average of annual temperatures range from 21 ˝C to 32 ˝C; with temperatures varying
with distance from sea, elevation, and season. Côte d’Ivoire is characterized by humid equatorial
climate and dry sub-tropical climate (Figure 1). Two rainy seasons are predominant to the South of
latitude 8˝451, from April to July and September to October. In the north, there is one rainy season,
from April to October. The amount of rainfall is higher in the south and the mountainous areas.
The wettest area (Tabou in South-West) has an average annual rainfall amount of 2000 mm. In the
north annual rainfall is less than 1000 mm.
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2.2. Datasets

The locations of the rain gauge stations and the length of series used in trend analysis are given in
Figure 2. The density of the network is particularly low in the eastern belt and north-western region
of Côte d’Ivoire. The observation periods of rain gauge stations used in this study are presented in
Figures 3 and 4. The observed sub-daily and daily precipitation data from 10 and 44 rain gauge stations
of Côte d’Ivoire, respectively, with time series ranging from 1 January 1942 to 31 December 2002 were
obtained from the National Meteorological Office of Côte d’Ivoire. To avoid biases in the trend analysis
due to the missing data, we restricted our analysis to the period from 1942 to 2001.
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2.3. Indices of Climate Extremes

The definition of what constitutes an extreme event has been widely discussed [27].
Fundamentally, an extreme event can be selected based on frequency, intensity, or a threshold of
exceedance and physical expected impacts [28]. This choice depends on the intended use in term of
design or future planning. Several indicators such as the Expert Team on Climate Change Detection
Monitoring Indices (ETCCDMI) have been established and used in undertaking several regional
analyses for understanding climate extremes and trends [29]. We explained which kind of index we
adopted in this study. For the analysis of the annual cycle of precipitation, the CWD10, CWD20, R1 day
(annual), R10 mm and R20 mm indices were calculated for each year. For the analysis of the monthly
cycle of precipitation, the R1 day (monthly) index is calculated for each month. In addition to yearly
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and seasonal maxima, one index of extreme rainfall to the sub-daily scale was used. This index, the R1
day (hourly) is calculated for durations of three sub-hourly durations (15 min, 30 min, 45 min) and
four sub-daily durations (1 h, 2 h, 3 h, and 4 h). Summary of selected indices with specific definitions
are provided in Table 1.

Table 1. List of the extreme precipitation indices used in this study.

Indicator Indicator Name Indicator Definitions Units Number of
Stations Scale

CWD10 Consecutive wet days
Maximum number of

consecutive days when
precipitation ě 10 mm

days 44

annual

CWD20 Consecutive wet days
Maximum number of

consecutive days when
precipitation ě 10 mm

days 44

R1 day max
(annual)

Maximum one-day
precipitation

Highest precipitation
amount in one-day period mm 44

R10 mm Number of heavy
precipitation days

Annual count when
precipitation ě 10 mm days 44

R20 mm Number of very heavy
precipitation days

Annual count when
precipitation ě 20 mm days 44

R1 day max
(monthly)

Max 1 day
precipitation amount

Monthly maximum 1 day
precipitation mm 44 monthly

R1 max
(hourly)

Max 1 day
precipitation amount

Hourly maximum 1 day
precipitation mm 10 sub-hourly

and sub-daily

2.4. Mann-Kendall Test and Linear Regression Method

The data analysis was done using two statistical tests: (1) The Mann-Kendall (MK) test is
a non-parametric approach originally used by [30]. Subsequently the test statistic distribution
was implemented by [31]. Mann-Kendall test is a statistical test widely used for the analysis of
climatological trends [32]. There are two advantages of using this test. First, it is distribution-free
and does not assume any special form for the distribution function of the data, including censored
and missing data [33]. Second, the test has low sensitivity to abrupt breaks due to inhomogeneous
time series [34]. According to this test, the null hypothesis H0 assumes that there is no trend (the
data are independent and randomly ordered) and this is tested against the alternative hypothesis H1,
which assumes that there is a trend [35]; (2) Linear Regression (RL) method is a parametric approach
used to test for linear temporal trends [36]. This test verified the hypothesis of stationarity against
a linear trend. The method of linear regression requires the assumptions of normality of residuals,
constant variance, and true linearity of relationship [37]. A linear trend is reported when the slope
of the regression line is demonstrated to be statistically different from zero (using a t-test); a positive
slope indicates an increasing trend and a negative slope a decreasing trend [38].

3. Results

3.1. Trends in Daily Extremes Rainfalls

3.1.1. Consecutive Wet Days (Annual Scale)

Figures 5 and 6 provides the spatial distribution of the trends highlighted for CWD10 and CWD20
indices, respectively. Overall, a small number of trends were detected for these indices. For CWD10
index, the Mann-Kendall test showed 47% decreasing trends against 27% for the Linear Regression
method. For CWD20 index, both methods detected 27% of gradual changes in extreme rainfall events.
There are no increasing trends for the extreme rainfalls. The southwest region of high rainfall area
shows no significant trends. The rain gauge stations in the southeast region exhibit some decreasing
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trends in consecutive wet days. If the significance level is 99%, 95%, or 90% (tantamount to 1%, 5%, or
10% in another convention), there is a high chance that a change exists (decrease or increase) in the
rainfall time series subject to analysis. This explanation is valid for all the graphs (5 to 13).
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3.1.2. Number of Heavy Precipitation Days (Annual Scale)

Figures 7 and 8 displays the spatial distribution of trends for R10 mm and R20 mm indices,
respectively. It is noteworthy that several stations across Côte d’Ivoire show a decreasing trend in
number of heavy precipitation days. For the R10mm, the results from linear regression method indicate
that 61% stations shows significant negative trend against 27 % for the Mann-Kendall test. For this
index, the number of heavy precipitation days is decreasing significantly in south and south-east areas.
The central region was also affected. The decrease in the number of heavy precipitation days is even
more noticeable for R20 mm. The south and south-west areas are most affected by decreasing trend.
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3.1.3. Maximum One-Day Precipitation (Annual Scale)

For R1 day max, few stations experienced decreasing trend (Figure 9). The Mann-Kendall test has
detected 25% of decreasing trends against 27% for linear regression method in the maximum one-day
precipitation. There is no increasing trend. Moreover, a concentration of trends is observed in the
southeast coastal area.
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3.1.4. Maximum One-Day Precipitation (Monthly Scale)

The spatial distributions of trends in different seasons across of Côte d’Ivoire are shown in
Figures 10 and 11. For seasonal precipitation extremes, few stations showed a trend, especially during
the monsoon season (May to July). For this period, the percentage of change observed lies between
7% and 20%. Trends detected by the Mann-Kendall test and Linear Regression method are substantially
the similar. In addition, the spatial distributions of changes observed were not a homogeneous.

3.2. Trends in Sub-Hourly and Sub-Daily Extreme Rainfall

Maximum One-Day Precipitation (Sub-Hourly and Sub-Daily Scale)

The spatial trends in short-duration (15 to 240 min) extreme rainfall over the entire country are
shown in Figures 12 and 13. The significance levels as explained by legends in Figures 10 and 11 still
apply in Figures 12 and 13. The results show a significant decreasing in short-duration extreme rainfall.
It appears that the trends are much more significant as the duration of sub-daily rainfall increases. For
the shortest durations of 15–120 min, few decreasing trends have been observed by the tests applied.
The percentages of change observed is between 20% and 50%. The spatial distributions of observed
trends were not homogeneous. For the durations of 150–240 min, the decrease is strongly perceptible
in sub-daily extreme rainfall.
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Figure 11. Spatial distribution of trends detected by linear regression method from R1 day max indices
at monthly scale.
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Figure 12. Spatial distribution of trends detected by linear regression method from R1 day max
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Figure 13. Spatial distribution of trends detected by Mann-Kendall test from R1 day max (sub-hourly
and sub-daily) indices.

4. Discussion

The lack of long-term climate data suitable for analysis of extremes is the biggest obstacle to
quantifying whether extreme events have changed over the last decades in Africa [39]. Côte d’Ivoire,
like many other West African countries, is facing the same difficulty. However, we tried to present an
analysis of extreme precipitation in Côte d’Ivoire. Overall, our analyses at various timescales showed
that extreme rainfall is declining. This same observation was highlighted in West African Sahel region
by [40]. Their study also showed that observed trends in rainfalls are not homogeneous. The difficulty
in detecting changes in extreme rainfall appears to be related to high inter-annual natural variability.
This has been highlighted by [24] in Guinea Conakry. The absence of significant trends in extreme
rainfall could be linked to the fact that statistical identification of the effects of anthropogenic global
warming are not yet well explored [41]. These few trends detected in sub-daily and daily extreme
rainfall events are consistent with the regional trend in annual rainfall in West Africa since 1970 up to
the beginning of the century. The findings are also in accordance with the work carried out in Nigeria
by [42], which indicates that the decrease in heavy rainfall events is coincident with a decrease in
annual totals. In addition, a recent special IPCC report states that West Africa will likely experience
longer and more intense droughts in the near future [43].

The analysis also shows that there is no significant positive trend on any station presented despite
an intensification of global water circulation due to global warming. The increase in the atmospheric
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moisture content would be expected to lead to an increase in extreme precipitation when other factors
do not change [43]. The changes in precipitation extremes with temperature also depend on changes
in the moist-adiabatic temperature lapse rate, in the upward velocity, and in the temperature when
precipitation extremes occur [44]. This may explain why there have not been increases in precipitation
extremes everywhere in world, although a low signal-to-noise ratio may also play a role. Several
factors such as the complexity of the West African climate system are at the origins of this detected
decrease in rainfall extremes. Thus, three intertwined factors have been pointed out as responsible for
this decrease in rainfall: the changes in the monsoon, warm anomalies in sea surface temperature (SST)
in the tropical Atlantic Ocean, and deforestation in West Africa. Indeed, there is a relationship between
warm SST anomalies and negative precipitation anomalies in West Africa [45]. These authors observed
that the monsoon reduction causes a decrease in rainfall. Moreover, surface processes certainly have an
important role. In addition, the West African region is one of the areas where the coupling between the
surface and the atmosphere is strongest [46]. Deforestation could decrease the rainfall in relation to the
easterly waves [47]. According to [48], past modeling studies have collectively documented that the
climate system in West Africa is highly sensitive to both anthropogenic land cover changes and natural
vegetation dynamics, in the past, present, and future. In Côte d’Ivoire, the co-evolution of rainfall and
forest area was demonstrated by [49]. These factors appeared to contribute to the rainfall decrease in
the 1970s. Moreover, in this study, the Mann-Kendall test and linear regression have different results.
The Mann-Kendall test detected more significant trends than the linear regression. The difference may
be related to several factors such as skewness of extreme rainfall series. In general, parametric tests
are more powerful when the variable is normally distributed, but much less powerful when it is not,
compared with the non-parametric tests [50]. The strengths of the Mann-Kendall are usually associated
with its simple concept and with the fact that as a nonparametric procedure that does not assume a
specific joint distribution of the data, it is minimally affected by departures from normality [51].

5. Conclusions

This paper examined the trends of sub-daily and daily extreme rainfall events across in
Côte d’Ivoire. Two tests (Mann-Kendall and Linear Regression) were applied to detect trends at 99%,
95%, and 90% significance levels. It was found that the sub-hourly (15 min to 240 min), sub-daily time
series (60 min to 240 min), and total daily rainfall showed few statistically significant negative trends
(decrease). No significant positive trend was observed in Côte d’Ivoire. Overall, the climate change
signal is currently difficult to detect in sub-daily and daily extreme rainfall events in Côte d’Ivoire.
Several reasons may explain this situation, among which the difficulty to access accurate data is likely
the most important factor. The absence of significant changes in extreme rainfall events seems to
confirm the hypothesis that the worsening impact of floods over the past decade in Côte d’Ivoire
would be related to the construction of habitats in floodplains and illegal occupation of the river beds.
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